
Robert Smith 
Label Machine Operator

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Label Machine Operator is Utilizing great judgement in customer and 
employee situations and handles them in a calm and professional manner. 
Processing returns in a courteous and professional manner. Providing 
excellent customer service and is an example to cashiers of what should be
expected.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Label Machine Operator
ABC Corporate -   2009 – 2009 

Responsibilities:

 May started and stopped machines to clear minor jams, change rolls of 
film, leaf, ribbon, labels, etc. Must perform all functions in a safe 
manner.

 Assembled and boxes displayed as directed by instructions or 
management team.

 Worked in a team based in environment.
 Communicated with team members and management in a professional 

manner.
 Provided excellent customer service.
 Accurately used computerized register to charge customers for 

merchandise.
 Bagged groceries, being sensitive to the needs of customers.

Label Machine Operator
Delta Corporation -   2004 – 2009 

Responsibilities:

 Proccess canned nut products through labeling machine.
 Set up machine per production order sheet.
 Maintain organization/cleaniliness in work area Stack .
 Operates machinery that places the label on the finished product.
 Load the labels into machine clean my area daily.
 My responsibilities are to ensure that all labels are on bottles correctly, 

and that the correct expiration date and production codes are printed 
on .

 Responsible for changing parts according to the bottle sizes, and to 
ensure that all parts are changed correctly to run product efficiently, .

Education

GED
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SKILLS

Service Assistant, 
Management Team.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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